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Parallel phase shift digital holography (PPSDH) is a single exposure linear holographic scheme and much suitable for 
3D imaging of moving specimens. The linearity of this scheme fits well in to the compressive sensing (CS) frame work. 
In this paper, we have proposed a method in which the compressive sensing is applied to a two-step parallel phase shift 
digital holography with Haar wavelet sparsification. A superior phase reconstruction was obtained by this method since 
the CS approach compensates the noise in the retrieved Fresnel field computed from PPSDH holograms that aroused 
due to the loss of pixels and approximations involved in parallel phase shift digital holography scheme. The robustness 
of this CS based method was demonstrated by performing the reconstruction from holograms in which only 50% of the 
detected Fresnel field sample points were retained. Three methods have been compared such as conventional PPSDH, 
CS based PPSDH and CS-PPSDH with Haar wavelet sparsified object field. The results show that wavelet sparsified 
CS-PPSDH is superior to other methods in quantitative phase information reconstruction. The results are presented from 
numerical experiments to demonstrate the concept. © Anita Publications. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Digital holography, Phase reconstruction, Compressive sensing, Parallel phase shift digital holography, 
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1 Introduction

 Compressive sensing (CS) is a paradigm shift in sampling theorem that suggests a much lesser 
sampling rate than Nyquist rate. In compressive Fresnel digital holography [1-10], the original sparse object 
wave is reconstructed from lesser number of hologram samples. The CS is basically an iterative procedure 
to reconstruct the original signal from the incomplete linear measurements [11-15] exploiting the sparsity of 
the signal. The signal is said to be sparse if it has a very less number of non-zero or significant samples. The 
signal shall be sparse either in the spatial domain or in the transform domain like FFT, wavelet, DCT etc. The 
CS has been applied in many holographic schemes and of late, the compressive parallel phase shift digital 
holography (PPSDH) [9-10] is gaining its attention since it is a linear single exposure scheme suitable for 3-D 
imaging of moving specimens.
 The ability of phase reconstruction is the strength of digital holography. This ability of quantitative 
phase reconstruction and measurement has great implications in 3-D microscopy of moving samples and phase 
contrast imaging. Even though the phase reconstruction is accurate in classical phase shift digital holography 
(PSDH) [16], it is not suitable for moving specimens as it involves multiple exposures. The PPSDH is a 
single exposure scheme used for imaging moving specimens. The PPSDH, which is evolved from the four-
step classical PSDH, uses a spatial array device to give the four-phase shifts in parallel to the plane reference 
wave in an interleaved manner to obtain the single shot in-line hologram. The four individual phase shifted 
digital holograms are later separated from the single shot PPSDH for the reconstruction. This procedure leads 
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to loss of information, when the four separate holograms are used for the reconstruction [17]. In two-step 
parallel phase shift digital holography, two phase shifts are applied in a parallel and an interleaved manner to 
record the single-shot in-line hologram [18,19]. This is similar to the procedure used in the four-step PPSDH 
method. The two step parallel phase shift digital holography scheme is evolved from the two-step PSDH. 
The two-step PSDH, in which, only two holograms are recorded with reference wave phase shifted by two 
angles is a variation of classical PSDH. Even though the two-step PPSDH is a single exposure scheme with 
better reconstruction accuracy than the four- step PPSDH, it involves loss of information. To compensate this 
loss of information, CS was successfully applied to the two-step PPSDH to reconstruct the quantitative phase 
information [10]. Also, it is shown in the referred work that, the phase reconstruction accuracy using CS 
based two-step PPSDH is superior to that of CS based single exposure in-line digital holography (SEOL) [8]. 
It has been shown that the phase reconstruction is superior in CS-PPSDH than CS-SEOL as there involves a 
nonlinear term in the measurement model of SEOL. The linearity in the measurement model is an important 
requirement of CS implementation. The PPSDH is a pure linear single exposure model [10] and thus fulfils 
this requirement. If the object wave is sparse, for example a complex grating, the separate sparsification is 
not required for the implementation of CS framework to obtain good quality complex image reconstruction. 
It is required to extend the application of compressive PPSDH for specimens that are not sparse in spatial 
domain, a separate sparsification is required. In the present work, the CS-PPSDH is demonstrated with the 
Haar wavelet based sparsification for improving the reconstruction accuracy. The present paper demonstrates 
that the phase reconstruction accuracy of CS-PPSDH with Haar wavelet sparsification is superior to that of 
the conventional methods. In the present study, three methods such as conventional PPSDH, CS-PPSDH and 
CS-PPSDH with Haar wavelet sparsified object field have been compared for reconstruction accuracy. The 
comparison shows that the accuracy of wavelet sparsified CS-PPSDH method is superior to other methods 
for quantitative phase information reconstruction. The wavelet based CS-PPSDH algorithm applied to the 
complex object wave field has better reconstruction accuracy by using just 50% of the Fresnel field pixels 
detection. This demonstrates the robustness of the wavelet based CS-PPSDH. The necessary mathematical 
framework of all our implementations is discussed and the results of the numerical simulations are analysed 
quantitatively and reported in this study. The improvement in phase reconstruction accuracy by the proposed 
method will be highly impactful when it is extended to three-dimensional object recognition and classification 
applications [20-23].

2 Mathematical framework for compressive PPSDH with sparsification

 The complete mathematical model of two-step PPSDH and the application of CS framework in 
PPSDH are demonstrated by Ramachandran et al [10]. In this section, a brief mathematical discussion is done 
on the numerical simulations considered for this study. The single exposure two-step PPSDH [18] scheme is 
evolved from double exposure two-step PSDH scheme. In two-step PSDH scheme [19], two holograms are 
obtained in two different exposures in which the reference wave is retarded by a phase shift of 0 in the first 
exposure and of (–π/2) in the second exposure. In this scheme the intensity of the reference wave has to be 
larger than that of object wave. The intensity and phase of the Fresnel field is calculated from these two phase 
shifted digital holograms using Meng’s formula [18,19]. The inverse Fresnel propagation of the Fresnel field 
reconstructs the original object wave. In two-step PPSDH, single exposure detection is done by passing the 
reference wave through a spatial array device in which the alternate pixels are designed to provide phase 
shifts of 0 and (–π/2) to the reference carrier in an interleaved manner. During the reconstruction stage, the 
holograms corresponding to 0 and (–π/2) are individually separated from the single exposure recording with 
periodic loss of pixels. The separated holograms are linearly interpolated and the Fresnel field is obtained 
by using Meng’s formulae [19] using these two holograms. This process of obtaining Fresnel field from the 
object wave using two-step PPSDH is symbolized as a linear operator 

~
F d and the Fresnel field obtained will 

be an approximation of the original Fresnel field. Thus the object wave reconstructed by inverse Fresnel 
propagation of the approximated Fresnel field will be manifested by approximation noise. Let us model this 
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with an operator ~
F d, and ~

U  be the noisy and ill conditioned version of the original Fresnel field U as shown 
in Eq (1). 
 

~
U  = ~
F d O0  (1)

 As the linearity of the operator ~
F d is justified [10], CS can be applied on these noisy incomplete 

measurements of Fresnel field to reconstruct the sparse complex input function O0 by solving the unconstrained 
optimisation [15] shown by the Eq (2), 

 
min

O(x,y)

 1
2 ‖ ~

U –
~
F d O(x,y)‖22 + τ‖O(x,y)‖1  (2)

 In Eq (2), if O(x, y) is not sparse in spatial domain but sparse in transform domain such that O(x,y) 
= ϕs, ϕ is an N × N basis matrix and s is sparse in nature, Eq (2) can be expressed as in Eq (3) 

 
min

O(x,y)

 1
2 ‖ ~

U –
~
F d ϕs‖22 + τ‖s‖1 (3)

Here ~
F d and ϕ are termed as sensing and sparsifying matrices, respectively. The properties of ~

F d and ϕ 
are to be mutually non-coherent for the accurate reconstruction of the signal O(x, y) [11-15]. In the present 
simulation, Eqs (2) & (3) are solved using Gradient Projection Sparse Representation (GPSR) [15].The Haar 
wavelet is used for sparsification in place of the operator ϕ.

3 Numerical simulations

 A single shot two-step PPSDH is obtained for a simulated complex object wave of size 256 × 256 
pixels. The simulated complex object wave is created using USAF chart as intensity matrix and randomly 
generated real values ranges in (0-1) as phase information. The amplitude and the phase of the simulated 
complex object wave is shown in Fig 1.

(a) (b)
Fig 1. Input complex object wave (a) Intensity and (b) Phase. 

 It should be noted from Fig 1 that the object field is not sparse as required by the CS. In the numerical 
experiment, the propagated field matrix, Fresnel field U(x,y) of the object wave at the recording plane is 
generated by using Fresnel transform of the object function. The parameters used are, propagation distance, 
d = 10 mm, wavelength λ = 514.4nm, pixel pitch of the detector, ∆x = ∆y = 5μm, and the reference wave 
R(x,y) = 1. This Fresnel field U(x,y) is used to simulate the two-step PPSDH. The approximated Fresnel field 
is computed numerically using Meng’s formulae and the interpolated holograms obtained from the PPSDH. 
The intensity and phase of the reconstructed object wave obtained by direct method (without CS) are shown 
in the Fig 2. The CS-PPSDH is applied and the results are shown in the Fig 3. This CS-PPSDH method 
has been implemented by solving Eq (2) without any sparsification. The reconstruction results obtained by 
extending CS-PPSDH method with Haar wavelet as the sparsifier by solving Eq (3) are shown in Fig 4. The 
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reconstruction was performed using CS-PPSDH with Haar wavelet sparsification by retaining just 50% of the 
detected Fresnel field pixels. This validates the ability of CS to reconstruct the object wave from incomplete 
measurements and the results are shown in Fig 5.

(a) (b)
Fig 2. Reconstructed complex object wave using direct PPSDH (a) Intensity and (b) phase. 

(a) (b)
Fig 3. Reconstructed complex object wave using CS-PPSDH without sparsification (a) Intensity and (b) Phase.

(a) (b)
Fig 4. Reconstructed complex object wave using CS-PPSDH with Haarwavelet sparsification (a) Intensity 
and (b) phase.

 The deviation of the intensity and the phase of the reconstructed complex object wave with that of 
original complex object wave are determined as mean square error (MSE) and are tabulated in Table 1. To 
appreciate the phase reconstruction capability of the methods the deviation is determined for intensity and 
phase separately and tabulated in the table.
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(a) (b)
Fig 5. The complex object wave reconstructed with just 50% of the detected Fresnel field pixels and using 
CS-PPSDH with Haarwavelet sparsification (a) Intensity and (b) Phase. 

Table 1. Deviation between original and reconstructed complex object waves (MSE)
Methods Intensity Deviation Phase Deviation

Direct PPSDH 15.4 39.4
CS PPSDH (without sparsification) 12.3 36.3
CS PPSDH (with Haar wavelet sparsification) 9.1 22.3
CS PPSDH (with Haar sparsification and using 
only 50% of pixels of Fresnel field) 18.1 37.9

4 Results and discussion

 The input complex object wave used in the simulation shown in Fig 1 is not a sparsefield and the 
phase of the object wave is not uniform but randomly varying at every point. The intensity and the phase of 
the complex object wave reconstructed using direct method are shown in Fig 2. It is subjectively visible that 
the reconstructed intensity is blurred and the phase is constant throughout the image, whereas the original 
phase of the object wave varies in each and every pixel. It can be inferred from the Figs 4 & 3 that, the 
reconstructed results of CS-PPSDH with and without sparsification are subjectively superior than the direct 
method in terms of accuracy of both intensity and phase. The variations in the reconstructed phase in the CS 
method are similar to that of the phase of the original input complex object wave. The quantitative analysis 
presented in Table 1 shows that CS-PPSDH with Haar wavelet as sparsifier is the most superior method as 
its reconstruction accuracy of complex object wave is very high giving the least deviation with the original 
complex object wave. In addition, the CS based algorithm reconstructs the original complex object wave 
using only the 50% of the Fresnel field pixels detection. The results are subjectively good and shown in Fig 5.

5 Conclusions

 In this paper, we have demonstrated a compressive two-step parallel phase shift digital holographic 
technique (PPSDH) that enables an accurate and quantitative complex object wave reconstruction. Both 
intensity and phase reconstruction using this method was found to be much superior to that of the conventional 
direct method. The linear reconstruction approach in PPSDH technique has fulfilled the linearity requirement 
of CS algorithm and also the CS approach compensates the noise in the retrieved Fresnel field computed 
from PPSDH holograms that aroused due to the loss of pixels and approximations involved in parallel phase 
shift digital holography scheme. It has also been shown that the object wave which is not sparse in spatial 
domain can be reconstructed with greater accuracy using CS-PPSDH with Haar wavelet sparsification. Three 
methods have been compared such as conventional PPSDH, CS based PPSDH and CS-PPSDH with Haar 
wavelet sparsified object field. The results show that wavelet sparsified CS-PPSDH found to be superior to 
other methods in quantitative phase information reconstruction. The single exposure recording involved in 
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the PPSDH is useful for imaging the dynamic events or moving objects. On the whole, we conclude that 
the CS based approach to PPSDH has promising applications in the field of quantitative phase contrast 
microscopic imaging of moving objects.
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